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The IP model let us separate the 
act of conversation from the 
process of building a circuit.
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Information Management: A Proposal
Tim Berners-Lee, CERN 
March 1989, May 1990

This proposal concerns the management of general information about accelerators and experiments at
CERN. It discusses the problems of loss of information about complex evolving systems and derives a
solution based on a distributed hypertext system.

Overview
Many of the discussions of the future at CERN and the LHC era end with the question - ªYes, but how will
we ever keep track of such a large project?º This proposal provides an answer to such questions. Firstly, it
discusses the problem of information access at CERN. Then, it introduces the idea of linked information
systems, and compares them with less flexible ways of finding information.
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The web model let us 
separate the information 
communicated from the 

act of conversation.
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They are different because we conceptualize in 
terms of process rather than outcome.

If we view networking as information delivery 
all three can work together seamlessly.
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Customer-edge PoP

40 Gbps
20”x14”x2”

500W
$65K

48 Gbps
4”x0.75”

5mW
$2K / TB

1 TB SATA-3 SSD

Ethernet
line card



Customer-edge PoP

Making storage behave like a 
line card isn’t an engineering 
or manufacturing problem, 
it’s an architectural challenge!
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ScienceDaily (Nov. 25, 2011) — Researchers at
Aalto University in Finland have designed a
network proxy that can cut the power consumption
of 3G smart phones up to 74 percent. This device
enhances performance and significantly reduces
power usage by serving as a middleman for mobile
devices to connect to the Internet and handling the
majority of the data transfer for the smart phone.
Historically, the high energy requirements of mobile
phones have slowed the adoption of mobile
Internet services in developing countries.

-- This new solution is particularly
valuable in developing countries
because it provides significantly
more effective Internet access to a
much larger number of people. At the
moment, only a small percent can
access the Internet from a wired
connection, but 90 percent of the
African population lives in areas with
mobile phone network coverage.
Mobile phone usage is increasing
rapidly, however the use of mobile
Internet services is hindered by
users not having access to the power
grid to recharge their phones," says
Professor Jukka Manner from Aalto
University.

The case study conducted at Aalto
University examined Internet usage

in three East African countries: Tanzania, Uganda and Kenya.
Researchers developed energy-saving solutions for smart
phones that could be easily deployed across a mobile network
and in particular in areas without reliable sources of electricity.
In addition to the new, optimized proxy solution, the
researchers found that the power consumption of smart
phones could also be significantly reduced by mobile optimized
websites, HTTP compression and more efficient use of data
caching.

Related Stories

Reality To Go: 3-D Virtual Reality On Mobile
Devices (Oct. 11, 2008) — If mere texting, talking,
e-mailing and snapping pictures on mobile devices
aren't enough to satisfy your data cravings, now
there's the prospect of accessing and displaying
3-D virtual reality ...  > read more

Wireless Vs. Wireless (June 22, 2010) — 3G and
Wi-Fi are the two main mobile communications
technologies today, but until recently they have
been complementary services, the former offering
users network access through cellphone masts ...
 > read more

Passwords Are Passé But Biometrics Are Not
Mobile (Apr. 23, 2010) — Researchers have
pointed out an inherent flaw in the financial industry
adopting biometric logins to boost security in that
the advent of mobile devices, such as netbooks,
PDAs and smart phones might ...  > read more

New Security Threat Against 'Smart
Phone' Users, Researchers Show (Feb.
22, 2010) — Computer scientists have
shown how a familiar type of personal

computer security threat can now attack new
generations of smart mobile phones, with the
potential to cause more serious consequences. ...
 > read more

Smart Phone Power Consumption Cut by More Than 70 Percent

Breaking News

Just In:
 

Social Networks

Recommend this story 
and 

Other bookmarking and

In Other News ...
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Smart phone power consumption cut by more than 70 percent http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2011/11/111125161025.htm
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J. Manner, et.al., AFRICOMM 2011: 
Proxy at wireless base station reduces 
3G mobile power consumption by 4x 
for streaming audio (but not for TCP/IP)



Fukushima earthquake NTT base station outage:
3000 initially, 3600 more over 

next 28 hours as batteries failed.
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Full-mesh Pt-Pt Connectivity abstraction

• Neighbor discovery
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Topology creation

To communicate, 
we first construct a 
model of the 1880s!



Can we evolve?

(we did once before with landline to cell)



What is a phone number?
• A landline phone number represents a path 

through the switching system to some 
particular customer’s wire pair.



What is a phone number?

• It is the location of the line, both in the 
switching hierarchy and in space.

+1

650

555

1212



This creates a problem:

Callers want to reach a person, 
not a location.
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Cell +1 510-555-1234

Van Jacobson
Group Leader

Network Research
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What is a phone number?

• Cell phone number is treated as the ‘name’ 
of the phone.

• It has no fixed topological or spatial 
location - both are dynamically bound.

• Cell system is a strict superset of landline 
system but looks the same to a user 
(phone numbers didn’t change).



We can evolve

• The landline-cell transition was possible 
because users had always viewed phone 
numbers as the name of the phone.

• Because of the web, users view the Internet 
in terms of named information.

• Only the preconceptions of network engineers 
keep us stuck in the past.


